XCITIUM STOPS WHAT OTHERS MISS

Discover
Unified
Endpoint
Protection
Xcitium’s suite of enterprise-level security products provides a complete Unified Endpoint Protection Platform. Which includes:

Our patented malware isolation technology prevents malware from doing harm at runtime while our unified endpoint security delivers robust capability at the most affordable price. All powered by world-class security experts to augment your team and maximize your security investment.

Xcitium’s Unified Endpoint Platform stops any unknown executable from running on your network with unfettered access and continuously improves the health of your systems to reduce the overall attack surface. Organizations have had to deploy multiple solutions to accomplish these tasks in the past. But Xcitium integrated these critical components to offer a single cloud-accessible Unified Endpoint Protection Platform.

"All files were encrypted and could not be restored, except for two PCs running Comodo AEP"

- Andrew Cunning, CEO Data Central

Xcitium Difference

No one can stop zero-day malware from entering your network, but Xcitium can prevent it from causing damage.

Full Fledged Endpoint Security Solution

Our Unified Endpoint integrates this technology with critical components like our highly rated advanced endpoint protection, endpoint detection and response, and endpoint management to offer a single cloud-accessible Active Breach Protection solution.

Patented Isolation Technology

Unlike legacy AV vendors who rely on detection before they can prevent malicious actions, at Xcitium we render malware useless by virtualizing the 3 main components malware needs to succeed. When unknown files run, they are automatically contained.

Superior Cloud-Based Technology

Our cloud-native platform works in real-time to communicate threats between Endpoint Detection and Response, Advanced Endpoint Protection, Managed Detection and Response, Endpoint Manager, and Mobile Device Manager to give you enterprise-grade protection at affordable fixed rates.

Fully Managed Services

Our Security Operations Centers and teams of analysts work around the clock globally. These veteran threat hunters do not assess your business size, they simply love eliminating malware attacks and threats.
ZERO INFECTIONS
ZERO DAMAGE

Our Essentials ZeroDwell technology is the only security solution providing immediate isolation of all threats at runtime! Unknown zero-day - when we say all, we mean ALL.

Key Capabilities

No one can stop zero-day malware from entering your network, but you can prevent a breach. Xcitium prevents malware from causing any damage.

Prevent both commodity and sophisticated attacks
Whether attackers use malware or not, and regardless of whether your endpoints are online or offline.

Continuous visibility and insight
Gain insights into applications and processes running in your environment. Use the inherited risks stemming from vulnerabilities and patch levels to immediately identify, isolate, and remediate threats.

Instantaneous prevention at runtime
Ensures active protection from all unknown threats.

Proactive hunting and tracking of threat activity
Supported by world-class security experts.

Eliminate alert fatigue and agent fatigue
Consolidating your endpoints into our unified endpoint security solution delivers advanced endpoint protection, endpoint management, mobile device management, and endpoint detection and response in a single solution designed for full cloud integration and management.

Our Approach

Xcitium’s suite of enterprise-level security products provides a complete Unified Endpoint Protection Platform. Which includes:

Essentials: ZeroDwell Containment at runtime
Advanced: Endpoint Detection & Response (EDR)
Managed: Managed Detection & Response (MDR)
Complete: Managed Extended Detection & Response (X/MDR)

Unknown or known — We’ve got you covered.
We proactively defend your systems and data while replacing multiple solutions. Our patented approach to stopping breaches is disrupting the market and the damage caused by malware & ransomware.

STOP DAMAGE BEFORE IT STARTS

Our exploit prevention, enhanced visibility, and endpoint management combine not only neutralize ransomware but also contain breaches, avoid data loss, and maintain cyber hygiene.
Our Active Breach Protection delivers a unified endpoint solution to neutralize ransomware, malware, and cyber-attacks before they can do any damage!
Unified Managed Security PLATFORM

A single unified endpoint solution offering exploit prevention, advanced threat hunting, and endpoint management to stop ransomware, avoid breaches, and sustain your business.

ESSENTIALS [ZERO DWELL]

Move from Detection to Prevention with automated ZeroDwell Containment at runtime to isolate attacks such as ransomware & unknowns.

ADVANCED [EDR]

Gain full context and visibility of an attack to connect the dots on how hackers are attempting to breach your network to prevent future attacks. Practice cyber hygiene to reduce the attack surface by identifying applications, understanding the vulnerabilities and remediating patches.

MANAGED [MDR]

With 24•7•365 SOC Investigation and Remediation, your vulnerabilities are due to lack of resources, processes, and possibly the technology to maintain all these technologies.

COMPLETE [X/MDR]

24•7•365 SOC Investigation and Remediation for endpoints, clouds and networks, with full spectrum visibility, context, incident response, expert security analysts with eyes on glass around the clock, advanced threat hunting, and compliance reporting.

MOBILE DEVICE MANAGEMENT

ZeroDwell Containment technology for your organization’s mobile devices.
ABOUT US

Xcitium, formerly known as Comodo Security Solutions, is used by more than 3,000 organizational customers & partners around the globe. Founded with one simple goal – to put an end to cyber breaches. Xcitium’s patented ZeroDwell Containment technology uses Kernel API virtualization to isolate and remove threats like zero-day malware & ransomware before they cause any damage. ZeroDwell is the cornerstone of Xcitium’s endpoint suite which includes pre-emptive endpoint containment, endpoint detection & response (EDR), managed detection & response (MDR), and managed extended detection and response (M/XDR). Since inception, Xcitium has a track record of zero breaches when fully configured.

CONTACT

sales@xcitium.com • support@xcitium.com